
 

 

Senior KG Yearly Syllabus 2024-25 

 

Subject : - English 

 

Month Topics Learning Outcome 

April Capital Alphabet 
To familiarize the students with the alphabet; reciting, identification, writing and 

producing the sounds of the individual letters. 

June CapitaL & Small Alphabet 
To learn vocab related to a particular letter. 

July Capital & Small Alphabet To learn vocab related to a particular letter. 

August Small Alphabets Popular Ending 
To learn how to blend the words and make reading fun with that, write about letters 

information also. 

September Small Alphabets Popular Ending 
To learn how to blend the words and make reading fun with that, write about letters 

information also. 

October Three Letter Words Encouraging them to learn, write, read and understand the new vocabulary words. 

November Three Letter Words Encouraging them to learn ,write , read and understand the new vocabulary words. 

December Three Letter Words Encouraging them to learn , write , read and understand the new vocabulary words. 

January Three Letter Words Encouraging them to learn , write, read and understand the new vocabulary words. 



February Consonant Blends To identify and spell words with beginning consonant blends. 

March Reading Sentences To make them independent readers and to improves their language and literacy skills 

Subject : - Hindi 

 

Month Topics Learning Outcome 

April 
  

June 
  

July 
  

August 
  

 

 

September 

स्वर:- 

अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ,ऋ ए, ऐ, ओ, औ, 

अं, अ: ऋ 

 

 

स्वर की पहचान करें गे. 

 

 

October 

वं्यजन 

क ख ग घ ङ 

च छ ज झ ञ 

 

वं्यजन की पहचान करें गे. 

 

November 
ट ठ ड ढ ण 

त थ द ध न 

 

वं्यजन की पहचान करें गे. 

 

December 
प फ ब भ म 

य, र, ल, व 

 

वं्यजन की पहचान करें गे. 



January श, ष, स, ह वं्यजन की पहचान करें गे. 

February Revision 
 

It helps recall the details of all the topics and helps in focusing on weaker subjects. 

March Revison 
 

It helps recall the details of all the topics and helps in focusing on weaker subjects. 

 

 

Subject : - Math 

 

Month Topics Learning Outcome 

April 
Recognition & counting numbers 1-10 

Writing numbers 1-10 

Will be able to identify and say the numbers. 

Will be able to write numbers in correct form. 

June 

Recognition & counting numbers 11- 

30 
Writing numbers 11-30 

Will be able to identify and say the numbers. 

Will be able to write numbers in correct form. 

July 
Writing numbers 11-30 Will be able to write numbers in correct form. 

 

August 

Recognition & counting numbers 31- 

50 
Writing numbers 31-50 

Will be able to identify and say the numbers. 

Will be able to write numbers in correct form. 

 

September 

Recognition & counting numbers 51- 

70 
Writing numbers 51-70 

Will be able to identify and say the numbers. 

Will be able to write numbers in correct form. 

 

October 

1-50 After- numbers 

1-50 Before numbers 

1-50 Between numbers 
1-50 Missing numbers 

It will help them in improving their counting skills, and also help them in problem solving 

skills. 

To help develop their proper sense of numbers.Will be able to discriminate between 
objects. 

 

November 
1-50 Between numbers 

1-50 Missing numbers 
To help them know the difference. Can identify the between numbers ,objects etc. 

Help them to develop mental skills and add to their fine motor practice of learning. 



December Backward counting 50-1 Will help to count reverse and help in mental math. 

January Number Names 70- 100 
Will help them to understand the ideal number name. Will be able to recognize and say 

number names. 

February Revision 
 

It helps recall the details of all the topics and helps in focusing on weaker subjects. 

March Revision 
 

It helps recall the details of all the topics and helps in focusing on weaker subjects. 

 

 

Subject : - WAU 

 

Month Topics Learning Outcome 

 

 

April 

 

Plantation:- 

My Family:- 

Shapes:- Circle,Square, 

To learn about the process of plantation. 

To make them understand the importance of family. 

Help them identify and organize visual information. Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

 

June 

 

Different Trees 

Same and Different 

Shapes :- Triangle,Heart,star 

ľo kclp makc idc⭲ tirQi⭲ g a⭲ d st"dQi⭲ g tíccs casicí. 

To help children understand how to sort, count ,measure and analyse. 

Help them identify and organize visual information. Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

July 

Parts of flowers 

Dental health & Awareness 

Shapes:- Rectangle,cone 

Identify the diagrams of Floral, calyx, corolla,stamens etc. 
Oíal kcaltk is crrccti:c i⭲ impío:i⭲g tkc k⭲owlcdgc, attit"dc a⭲d píacticc or oíal kcaltk. 

Help them identify and organize visual information. Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 



  To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

 

 

 

 

August 

 

 

 

Animal Habitat 

Sink & Float 

Shapes:- Crescent ,Pentagon 

Will be able to identify & describe the different habitats that animals live in. 

Helps in language development by introducing various objects that can sink or 

float.Developes OCCI Order,Concentration,Coordinationand independence and helps to 

coordinate and control hand -eye movement. 

Help them identify and organize visual information. 

Promote hand eye coordination and tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

 

 

September 

 

Parts of Tortoise 

Food & Nutrition 

Shapes:- Pentagon, 

To make them aware about animals. To learn about their body parts and living habits. 

Knowing how to choose healthy and nutritious food. 

Help them identify and organize visual information.Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

 

October 

Land,water and air card sorting 

Life cycle of frog 

Long and short 

Shapes:- ellipse,Oval 

Help them understand that the surrounding world is made up of a combination of land , 

water & air. 

 

Will be able to assess the measurement of long and short. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

 

November 

 

Land water forms 

Shapes:- Semicircle 

Will be able to identify different land and bodies of water forms through pictures and 

videos. 

Help them identify and organize visual information. Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

December 
Continents 

More and less 
Shapes: Parallelogram 

Will helps them to get to know more about earth,oceans etc. and will be able to learn 7 

continents' names through songs. 
Will be able to recognize the difference between more and less objects. 



  Help them identify and organize visual information. Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

 

 

January 

 

Our Country India 

Left & right 

Shapes:- Hexagon 

Will be able to identify our national symbols and its name.will be able to identify its origin. 

Will be able to identify the position and directions. 

Help them identify and organize visual information. Promote hand eye coordination and 

tactile skill. 

To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 
different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

February Octagon 
To helps children to learn to differentiate between objects. As kids explore how shapes are 

different from one another, they'll pay attention to the little details of each shape. 

March Revision 
 

It helps recall the details of all the topics and helps in focusing on weaker subjects. 



 


